Coolant Part Numbers Changed
Models: Gas Engines

USA and Canada only!
The coolant (anti-freeze) program has changed, beginning January 2011.
Coolant is now offered in both ready-mix and full strength. Packaging sizes and part numbers have also changed.

New Coolant Part Numbers

Green Coolant
- 1141674 Ready-mix  5L
- 1161990 Ready-mix  210L Barrel
- 1141647 Full strength  210L Barrel

VCS Yellow Coolant
- 21485014 Ready-mix  5L
- 21485015 Ready-mix  210L Barrel
- 21485013 Full strength  210L Barrel

21485010, 1L, full strength is discontinued.
21485012, 5L, full strength is discontinued.

Note!
When ordering the 5L bottles, these are sold in cases of 4, quantity ordered must be in multiples of 4.

Conversions
- 5L = 5.3 quarts
  = 1.3 US gallons
- 210L = 55.5 US gallons

Replacements
- 381081, 1 gallon full strength, is replaced by 1141674.
- 3810287, 55 gallon full strength, is replaced by 1141647.